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and system simplicity.

Abstract— Outdoor Free space optic (FSO) communication
systems are sensitive to atmospheric impairments such as
turbulence and fog, in addition to being subject to pointing errors.
Fog is particularly severe because it induces an attenuation that
may vary from few dBs up to few hundreds of dBs per kilometer.
Pointing errors also distort the link alignment and cause signal
fading. In this paper, we investigate and analyze the FSO systems
performance under fog conditions and pointing errors in terms of
outage probability. We then study the impact of several effective
communication mitigation techniques that can improve the system
performance including multi-hop, transmit laser selection (TLS)
and hybrid RF/FSO transmission. Closed-form expressions for the
outage probability are derived and practical and comprehensive
numerical examples are suggested to assess the obtained results.
We found that the FSO system has limited performance that
prevents applying FSO in wireless microcells that have a 500 m
minimum cell radius. The performance degrades more when
pointing errors appear. Increasing the transmitted power can
improve the performance under light to moderate fog. However,
under thick and dense fog the improvement is negligible. Using
mitigation techniques can play a major role in improving the range
and outage probability.

In spite of these advantages, FSO technology has many
challenges mainly in outdoor environment due to atmospheric
conditions. Fog introduces high signal attenuation and therefore
is considered as a limiting factor for the spreading of the FSO
technology [2]. It degrades the system performance and limits
the reach distance. Most of the work done in foggy channel
modeling during the last decade assumes the channel to be
deterministic [3]. However, recently the fog attenuation effect
is shown to follow random behavior [2, 4]. In addition to fog,
building thermal expansion, dynamic winds loads, and
mechanical misalignment can cause pointing errors that disrupt
the link alignment [1]. The sway issue can also be generalized
to the base station towers placed at the nodes of wireless cellular
systems.

Index Terms—FSO, fog, outage probability, mitigation
techniques, transmit laser selection.

I. INTRODUCTION

F

REE SPACE OPTIC (FSO) communication systems have
gained increasing interest during the last decade due to the
advances in optical devices and the decrease of their fabrication
cost. FSO has a huge bandwidth which makes it very attractive
as a solution for last mile backhaul problem in current and next
generation of wireless networks [1]. In fact, it has unregulated
limitless spectrum straightforwardly suitable for backhaul
access bottleneck. Moreover, it reduces the capital expenditure
(Capex) and time because it avoids the ground digging and all
other civilian engineering works. The overall network
operational expenditure (Opex) can also be reduced compared
to fiber based links, because the network infrastructure becomes
much reduced to discrete small high bandwidth wireless nodes.
Other advantages include reduced interference, high security,
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In [4], a channel model under fog condition has been
proposed. In this work, we use this model to analyze the FSO
system performance under fog conditions in terms of outage
probability. We first study the outage probability due to fog
conditions only. Then we combine the effect of fog with
pointing errors. Closed-form expressions of the outage
probability are derived for both scenarios. Furthermore, to
improve the system performance, we propose some mitigation
techniques including 1) multi-hop FSO system employing
decode and forward (DF) relay transmissions, 2) transmit laser
selection (TLS), and 3) hybrid RF/FSO transmission. For each
technique, we derive closed-form expression for the outage
probability and give numerical examples that show the system
performance as a function of the link length and average
transmitted power.
Our results indicate that under dense fog conditions, the
possibility of making a communication link is practically
inexistent. This is because the signal attenuation at this density
beats hundreds of dBs per km. However, using mitigation
techniques can reduce this effect and allows working over short
range distance that cover picocells. Under moderate and light
fog, the system can achieve reasonable outage probability when
mitigation techniques are used. Hence, that the system can be
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installed in microcells that have 500 m-1000 m size. When the
link simultaneously suffers from fog attenuation and pointing
errors, the system performance undergoes more disruption.
Note that the cell size in next generation of wireless networks
is decreasing down to few hundred meters which make FSO
technology attractive in such short range cells.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we study and derive closed form expressions for the
outage probability under fog conditions only and when
combined with pointing errors. In Section III, we investigate
some mitigation techniques that can help in reducing the fog
effect. In Section IV, we discuss and analyze the results based
on some selected numerical examples and finally, we conclude
in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider an FSO system with intensity modulation/
direct detection (IM/DD) link that exploits on-off keying
(OOK) modulation. The received signal undergoes fluctuations
in signal intensity due to outdoor atmospheric losses and
pointing errors in addition to additive noise. The received signal
is modeled as [5-6]

y  R hx n ,

(1)

where R is the receiver responsivity in A/W, h is the channel
state, x is the signal intensity, and n is the signal additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) with variance  n2 . In our model, the
channel state incorporates atmospheric loss due to fog and
pointing errors which is formulated as

h  ha  h p ,

(2)

where ha, and hp, are the channel states due to fog atmospheric
loss, and pointing errors, respectively. The turbulence effect is
ignored because it has inverse correlation with fog [5]. For slow
fading channel, and equal-probability symbols drawn from
OOK constellation, the received electrical SNR is defined as
2P 2 R 2 h 2
 t 2
,
(3)

n

where Pt is the average optical transmitted power. The foggy
channel state has a probability distribution function (PDF)
defined in [4] as

f ha ( ha ) 

z k   1 
ln   
( k )   ha  

increases as the average value of signal attenuation increase.
For example, under light fog, kβ = 30.4 dB/km and under
moderate fog, kβ =66.2 dB/km. Therefore, the channel gain is
affected by the transmission link length and the fog density.
High gain is achieved over short distances or under light fog
density.
In the following, we will study and analyze the FSO system
performance analytically in terms of outage probability.
A. Single-Hop Foggy Channel
In single-hop FSO system, the signal is transmitted over the
link without using repeaters or relays. Under fog condition, the
probability that the SNR falls below a certain threshold is given
by



(5)

where  o  2 Pt 2 R 2 /  n2 is the Gaussian SNR, and γth is the SNR
threshold. Substituting (4) in (5) yields
Pout 





1
 k , z ln(  o /  th ) ,
( k )

(6)



where (a, x )   t a 1e t dt is the incomplete Gamma function.
x

We can notice that the outage probability improves when the
transmission link length and/or the fog density reduce(s) and
vice versa.
B. Foggy Channel with Pointing Errors
Because of thermal expansion and wind load, building and
telecom towers are subject to sway. Therefore, the reliability
and performance of the line-of-sight (LOS) FSO system are
degraded. This effect is random and cause signal fading at the
receiver. The pointing error effect is described by a PDF given
by [5]

f h p (h p ) 

 2  1
h p , 0  h p  Ao ,
Ao
2

2

(7)

where   w z eq / 2 s is the ratio between the equivalent beam
radius and the standard deviation of the pointing error
displacement,  s at the receiver. At pointing error r= 0, the
y
Beam footprint

(4)

wz



x 1 t
where 0  ha  1 , z  4.343 /  l , and ( x )   t e dt is the

r

0

Gamma function. The parameter l represents the transmission
link length in km. The parameters k and β represents the shape
and scale parameters of the signal attenuation PDF as defined
in [4] and their associated values for different fog densities are
listed in Table I. The average value of signal attenuation due to
fog is determined by kβ. The channel severity, i.e. fog density
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Fig. 1. Detector and beam footprint with misalignment on the detector
plane.
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fraction

of

collected

power

A o  erf (v )  where
2

is

v   / 2 a / w z , and a is the receiver radius as shown in
Fig. 1. The beam waist wz is related to the equivalent beam
radius by

 erf (v )
.
2v exp(v 2 )

w z2eq  w z2

(8)

The probability distribution of the channel that includes
atmospheric loss and pointing errors is defined as

f h (h )   f h |ha (h | ha ) f ha (ha ) dha ,
where

f

h |ha

(9)

( h | ha ) is the conditional probability which is

derive close-form expression for the outage probability. Such
techniques can improve the outage probability and extend the
reach distance.
A. Multi-Hop FSO Communication System
In order to reduce the effect of channel in power limited
systems such as FSO and extend the reach distance, multi-hop
technique is proposed. Since fog introduces power loss, multihop technique is an attractive for FSO systems. We consider a
multi-hop FSO system with DF relay transmissions as shown in
Fig. 2 where the transmitted signal propagates from the source
to the destination over N relays. Each relay detects, decodes,
modulates, and retransmits the signal to the next relay. The
received signal at the ith node is defined as
y i  R i hai x i  n i ,

given by

f h |ha (h | ha ) 


Ao

h 
 
ha  ha 

2

2

 2 1

,0  h  Ao ha .

(10)

f h (h ) 

z  h
k

2

 1

(k )Ao

2

1



h / Ao

  1 
ln   
  ha  

Pt i  Pt / ( N  1) .

k 1

ha m 1dha ,

(11)

where m  z   2 . Let x=ln(1/ha), then using the following
identity [[7] - pp. 348]
u

x

 1   x

e

dx     ( )  ( , u )  ,  Re ( )  0 ,

(12)

0

z k 2
m k (k )Ao 

2

h

2

1

(k )  (k , m ln(Ao / h )) . (13)

Substituting (13) in (5) and assuming x=ln(Ao/h), the outage
probability under fog and pointing errors is found to be
Pout 



zk
mkq

2

2
z k 2
 k
e   x   k , mx  dx ,

m (k ) ln(q )

(14)

where q  Ao /  th /  o . The first term has value <<1 and can
be neglected. The integral in the second term can be solved
using FullSimplification function in Mathematica software [8]
and the outage probability is found to be
2
zk
 e   ln q (k , m ln q ) w 1  m ln q k .
Pout  k
m (k ) 
, (15)
2
e  (   m ) ln q  (k  1)En (2  k ,w ) 

2
w

(


m
)
ln
q
where
and En (z) is the exponential integral.



(17)

From (6), the outage probability of the ith path can be expressed
as
Pouti 



1
 k i , z i ln
( k i )



 oi /  th

 ,

(18)

where z i  4.343 /  i l i , l i  l / ( N  1) is the length of the ith
path and  oi  2  Pt i R i /  ni



2

. The overall outage performance

of the FSO system depends on the outage probability of each
hop which is expressed as [9]

the integration in (11) is solved to yield

f h (h ) 

(16)

where Ri, hai , xi and ni are associated to the ith segment of the
multi-hop FSO system. The total average transmitted power of
the system is constrained to Pt and hence the average
transmitted optical power of the ith node is given by

Substituting (4) and (10) in (9) yields
2

3



III. MITIGATION TECHNIQUES OF FOG EFFECT
In this section, we extend our study in previous section to
cover some techniques that can improve the FSO system
performance under fog conditions. For each technique, we

N

Pout  1   [1  Pouti ] .

(19)

i 1

For symmetrical paths and relays, the outage probability of
multi-hop FSO system under fog condition can be expressed as
N



1
Pout  1  1 
 k , z ln(  o /  th  .
 ( k )






(20)

B. Transmit Laser Selection Diversity (TLS)
One of the effective techniques to combat the effect of
channel is spatial diversity. It can enhance the system
performance and achieve longer distance under bad weather
conditions. The TLS diversity technique has been proposed for
RF systems and recently for FSO systems where the best path
is selected and processed [10-11]. This reduces the hardware
complexity and cost by reducing the number of chains at the
transmitter side. Figure 3(a) shows one configuration for TLS
system that uses L laser sources in the transmitter side. The cost
is reduced using the same RF chain. Instead of using laser
sources at the front end of the system, we propose using the TLS
configuration shown in Fig. 3(b). In this configuration, the
optical modulated signal is generated using an optical
modulator and single laser source. The front end of the system
uses optical collimators that use lenses to focus the beam
toward the receiver. These collimators are passive components.
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Fig. 4. RF/FSO hybrid communication system.

Collimator 1
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Modulator
Collimator L
Low rate feedback
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Fig. 3. FSO communication system using transmit laser selection, (a)
proposed configuration in literature, (b) our proposed configuration.

Hence, the system cost is reduced much as compared to the
configuration in Fig. 3(a) that uses a laser source for each
channel.
Path selection is based on availability of channel state
information (CSI) at the receiver and also at the transmitter.
Feeding back CSI from the receiver to the transmitter is not an
issue in terms of bandwidth as FSO has huge bandwidth [1011].
Consider L laser transmitters (or collimators) pointed
simultaneously toward a single photodetector receiver. Only
one transmitter is selected that has high path fading gain. The

switching scheme between both links. To reduce power
consumption in the transmitter, only one link is used while the
other is off as shown in Fig. 4. Such scheme is widely used in
commercial hybrid products [14]. In this scheme, the FSO is
used as long as the link quality is above a certain threshold. The
RF link is used when the quality of FSO link drops below that
threshold. If the quality of both links drops below a specific
threshold, an outage is declared. Switching between two links
requires CSI at the transmitter which can be offered using low
rate link between the receiver and the transmitter.
The outage probability using the switching scheme discussed
above is given by [15]

Pout  PoutFSO ( thFSO )  PoutRF ( thRF ) ,

where  thFSO and  thRF are respectively the SNR threshold for the
FSO and RF links. The outage probability for the FSO link
under fog conditions is given in (6). For the RF link, we assume
the Nakagami-m fading channel with outage probability given
by [15]

channel states ha1 , ha2 ,......, haL  are assumed independent and

identically distributed (i.i.d.) with a distribution function given
by (4). The channel state corresponding to the best selected path
is given by
ham  max haj .

(21)

j 1,2,...., L

For i.i.d. random variables, the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) corresponding to the channel state in (21) is
expressed as
L

Fh m (ham )   Fha (ha )  .

This CDF can be utilized to obtain the outage probability of the
TLS system at certain threshold. Substituting (6) in (22), the
outage probability is given by

Pout

L

 1


 k , z ln(  o /  th )  .
 ( k )




RF
Pout




Pout 

(25)

  RF 
1
  m , th m   k , z ln(  o /  th ) . (26)
(k )(m )   RF 





IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We consider in this section an FSO system that is subject to
fog conditions and pointing errors. The system configuration
and channel parameters’ typical values are listed in Table I. The
performance of the system will be studied using the outage of

(23)

C. Hybrid RF/FSO Transmission System
Hybrid RF/FSO transmission is a practical solution that is
currently used in wireless market which exploits a millimeter
wave (MMW) RF link as a backup [12]. FSO uses infrared band
that has short wavelengths while RF uses long wavelengths.
Therefore, FSO and MMW RF exhibits complementary
behavior under different weather conditions [13]. The outage
probability in hybrid RF/FSO transmission depends on the

  RF 
1
  m , th m  ,
(m )   RF 

where  RF is the average SNR for the RF link and m is a
parameter that indicates the fading severity. Substituting (6) and
(25) in (24) yields

(22)

a

(24)

R1

l2

R2

lN

RN
l N 1

l1

S

l
Direct transmission

S: source, D: Destination, R i: ith relay, l: link length

Fig. 2. Multi-hop FSO communication system with N relays.
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TABLE I
CHANNEL PARAMETERS AND SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
Parameter

Symbol
k

36.05
11.91

k

6.00

β

23.00

k

5.49

β

12.06

k

2.32

β

13.12

Receiver responsivity

R

0.75 A/W

Noise standard deviation

n

10-7 A/Hz

SNR threshold

γth

6 dB

Beam radius at 1 km

wz

2.5 m

Pointing error displacement
standard deviation

σs

30 cm

Receiver radius

a

10 cm

Ratio between the equivalent
beam radius and σs

ρ

2.5

Thick fog
Moderate fog
Light fog

proportional with the fog density. For 200 m link length and
10-3 outage probability, the required average transmitted power
under moderate and thick fog is 1.7 dBm (Point A) and 40 dBm
(Point B), respectively as shown in Fig. 5(a). This means that
about 38.3 dBm more power is required to maintain the same
performance as the fog changes from moderate to thick. For
light fog, less than 0 dBm is needed to achieve 10 -3 outage
probability over the same distance. As the link length increases,
the outage probability drops below 10 -3.

Value

β

Dense fog

Figure 5(b) shows exponential increase of the outage
probability with the transmission link length at 22 dBm average
transmitted power. For picocells that have 200 m maximum
size, less than 10-6 outage proability can be achieved under
moderate and light fog. For thick and dense fog, the outage
probability decreases to 10-2 and 1, respectively. For microcells
that have size more than 500 m, the FSO system cannot
achieved 10-3 outage probability even under light fog.
Therefore, exploiting fog mitigation techniques is necessary to
improve the system performance.

probability models that have been derived in previous sections.
We determine the system performance as a function of the
average transmitted power and the transmission distance.
A. Analysis of a Single-Hop FSO Communication System
The outage probability of the FSO system versus the average
transmitted power and transmission link length is shown in
Fig. 5. In can be noticed that under dense fog with link length
greater than 100 m, the system performance is poor with Pout≈1
even if the transmitted power increased. For lower fog densities,
the performance improves as we reduce the distance or increase
the transmitted power. However, this improvement is
Ɩ =1km
Ɩ =500 m
Light Moderate Thick

0

B. Analysis of Foggy Channel with Pointing Errors
The performance of FSO system when pointing errors and fog
atmospheric losses are combined together is shown in Fig. 6.
The results clearly show an important degradation in FSO
system performance in comparison to the case in Fig. 5(a)
where only atmospheric loss due to fog is considered. Only
short links (200 m) can provide outage probability less than 10 3
under light and moderate fog with 13 dBm (Point A) and 25
dBm (Point B) transmitted power, respectively. For dense and
thick fog, the outage probability is very poor even when high
transmission power, Pt= 40 dBm is considered.
Figure 6(b) illustrates how the outage probability changes as
a function of the link length at 22 dBm transmitted power. We
see high degradation as the link length increases. Only short
link lengths less than 200 m can support acceptable outage
probability. In general, the results show that precise pointing is

Ɩ =200 m
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Dense
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10
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Average transmitted power, Pt (dBm)
(a)
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10

0
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(b)

Fig. 5. Outage probability versus (a) average transmitted power for different link lengths and different fog types, (b) transmission link length with Pt= 22 dBm.
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Fig. 6. Outage probability of FSO system under fog conditions and pointing errors versus (a) average transmitted power, (b) link length with Pt= 22 dBm.

required to improve the outage probability.
C. Analysis of a Multi-Hop FSO Communication System
The effect of using relays on the FSO system is shown in
Fig. 7(a) as a function of the average transmitted power over
1 km link length, and in Fig. 7(b) as a function of the link length
at 22 dBm average transmitted power. We can notice the high
improvement in outage probability when the number or relays
increases. However, this improvement is achieved when the fog
density is low and/or the transmission distance is short. The
worst outage probability is achieved under direct transmission
without using relays. For example, to achieve Pout≤ 10-3 (Line
H), with Pt ≤22 dBm (Line V), we need N=2 for light fog (Point
A), N=3 for moderate fog (Point B). For thick and dense fog,
Light Moderate
Direct transmission

0

In Fig. 7(b), we notice that the outage probability increases as
the link length increases. However, more relay nodes can be
used to improve he outage probability significantly. For
example, to achieve outage probability less than 10-3 (Line H),
with 500 m link length (Line V), we need N=1 for light fog
(Point A), N=1 for moderate fog (Point B), and N=3 for thick
fog (Point C). For dense fog, it is impossible to achieve this
performance level. Furthermore, under direct transmission, 103
outage probability is obtained over 450 m, 310 m, 150 m, and
85 m, for light, moderate, thick, and dense fog, respectively. If
N=3 (three nodes), then we obtain the same outage probability
over 1400 m, 1000 m, 500 m, and 290 m, for light, moderate,

N =3

Light Moderate
Direct transmission

0

10

Outage probability

Outage probability

10
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Thick
N =1
N =2

this performance level is unachievable, where more relays are
required.
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Fig. 7. Outage probability of multi-hop FSO system versus (a) the total average transmitted power with l= 1 km, (b) total link length with Pt= 22 dBm.
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Fig. 8. Outage probability of FSO system employing TLS diversity technique versus (a) average transmitted power over 500 m link length, (b) transmission
link length, Pt= 22 dBm.

thick and dense fog, respectively. Hence, the distance has
increased more than three times as compared to direct
transmission.
D. Analysis of Transmitter Laser Selection Diversity
The performance of FSO link using TLS diversity technique
in terms of outage probability versus the average transmitted
power is shown in Fig. 8(a) for 500 m link length. We notice
good impact of TLS system on the outage probability.
However, this effect is reduced under thick fog and vanishes
under dense fog. For example, at 22 dBm average transmitted
power, the outage probability is reduced by three orders of
magnitude for light fog when we used L=2. Under moderate

fog, this improvement reduced in to one order of magnitude.
For thick fog, we notice small improvement and higher number
of transmitters is needed. Under dense fog we see no
improvement in system performance even if we use large
number of transmitters.
In Fig. 8(b), we plot the outage probability of TLS FSO system
as a function of the transmission link length at 22 dBm average
transmitted power. The curves in this figure show higher
improvement as the link length decreases. For example, under
dense fog and for 100 m link length which is very short
distance, we achieve 1.8×10-2, 3.2×10-4, and 1.06×10-7 outage
probability using single, double, and quadruple transmitters,
respectively.
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Fig. 9. Outage probability of hybrid RF/FSO system versus (a) the average transmitter power of the FSO link over 500 m link length, (b) transmission link
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E. Analysis of a Hybrid RF/FSO Communication System
Figure 9(a) shows the outage probability of the hybrid RF/FSO
transmission versus the average transmitted power under
different fog densities. For each fog density, we plot three
curves correspond to FSO only, hybrid RF/FSO where RF link
has 6 dB average SNR, and hybrid RF/FSO where RF link has
10 dB average SNR. We notice small improvement in outage
probability for low quality RF link, i.e. low SNR. As the RF
link average SNR increases, we notice more than one order of
magnitude improvement in outage probability. Moreover, the
results illustrate that with dense fog the outage probability
approaches one for FSO link only. Using the hybrid link, the
outage probability improved to the outage probability of the RF
link.
In Fig. 9(b), we show the outage probability versus the
transmission link length using 22 dBm average transmitted
power. In general, we notice higher improvement in outage
probability as the transmission link length decreases. Moreover,
we notice that under dense fog, the outage probability of the
hybrid system is that of the RF link for link length longer than
200 m. For shorter length, we notice high improvement where
the outage probability is reduced by one order of magnitude
when the link length reduced from 200 m to 100 m for 10 dB
average RF SNR.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the performance of FSO
communication system under foggy conditions and pointing
errors. We found that fog affects FSO link severely especially
under dense fog. Pointing errors degrade more the link
performance when combined with fog effect. Therefore, using
mitigation techniques can enhance the power budget and the
reach distance. The results show that such techniques can play
a major role in combating fog effect and improving the overall
system performance.
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